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Who is Mama Cash?

Highlights – 2021 Annual Report facts and figures

▪
▪
▪

Over €84m awarded to women’s, girls’, and trans and intersex people’s groups worldwide, since 1983

Income of €15.7m
In two strategic partnerships with Dutch MFA under Power of Voices:

● CMI! (Count Me In!) – as Lead/penholder

GAGGA (Global Alliance for Green and Gender and Action) – as one of three alliance members●

▪ 50 staff (approx 45 FTEs), of which:

● 78% identify as women; 6% as women/non-binary; 6% as non-binary; 10% as men

22 nationalities

Approx 20% of total staff working outside of NL

●

●
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Two experiments currently in
progress:
I. Participatory Grantmaking (PGM)

II. Shifting to a Co-ED (executive director) leadership model
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Participatory Grantmaking (PGM)

Past – evolving roles of activists/constituents

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Invented in 1983 in Amsterdam

The first international women’s fund in the world

Founded by five lesbian anti-capitalist feminist activists in Amsterdam 

Early years: no paid staff; decisions made by activists

Later years: growth, consolidation; professionalised, paid staff became the decision makers 

Activists were involved in the decisions as Advisors

● eg every new partnership grant had to have a positive endorsement from at least two independent 

Advisors
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Participatory Grantmaking (PGM)

Present – experiences and experiments with PGM

▪ Began hosting Red Umbrella Fund in 2012

● Global participatory fund led by and for sex workers

▪ Spark Fund launched in 2017

● Participatory fund focused on the Netherlands, where local activists designed the fund and made the 

decisions on its grants on a rotating basis

Solidarity Fund launched in 2019▪
● Global participatory fund focused on women’s funds, co-designed with women’s funds, women’s funds 

make the decisions on grants
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Participatory Grantmaking (PGM)

The shift to be fully PGM – what, why, how

▪
▪

What: in 2018, organisational goal of moving to be fully PGM within two years set 

Why:

● To be values aligned re sharing power

To be more responsive to (the priorities of) those we exist to support 

To increase transparency and accountability

●

●

▪ How:

● Reflected and learned from Spark and Solidarity Funds

Study of 11 other participatory funders (their experiences and lessons, their input and advice to us) 

Dialogues with stakeholders (grantee-partners, Advisors, allies)

Internal deliberations related to e.g. (perceived) risks, auditor requirements, restricted funding, donor 

reporting requirements, due diligence matters, and staffing

Participated in an (ongoing) learning community/community of practice with other PGM organisations 

from around the world

●

●

●

●
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co-ED leadership model

Past – evolving models of leadership

▪
▪
▪
▪

1983: no directors, fully flat 

ED plus deputy ED

Late 2000s: MT (management team – 3-4 team directors + ED) 

2018: Supervisory Board (SB) + Managing Board (MB) structure
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Co-ED leadership model

Present – experiences and experiments with shared decision making

▪
▪

Within the MB Rules, formally installed a consensus decision making model for the MT (management team) 

Outlined:

● On which topics consensus by the MT can be sought (Decision List)

What kind of decision can be sought (Type of Decision – communicate, consult, co-create)

What decision options can be individually expressed (Decision Options – agree, reservation, stand 

aside, object)

What counts as consensus for each Type of Decision (Definition of Pass)

●

●

●
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Co-ED leadership model

The shift to Co-EDship – what, why, how

▪ What:

● In 2021, organisational goal of shifting to Co-ED model by the end of 2022 set 

Model = one ED in the Global South, one in NL●

▪ Why:

● To be values aligned re sharing power (more than one final decision maker, formally bring in leadership 

from the Global South)

To challenge the ‘single leader’ approach, strengthen sustainability and resilience, strengthen decision 

making

●

▪ How:

● Reflected and learned from consensus-based MB/MT practice 

Reflected and learned from having co-chairs of the SB for over a decade

Workshopped 4 models of leadership based on insights from interviews with orgs that have them 

(current structure; Co-EDs; flat/four directors; ED/MD or ED/deputy)

Participated in an (ongoing) learning cohort/community of practice with a group of feminist 

organisations from around the world trying different shared leadership structures

●

●

●
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Reflections and challenges on power sharing

Lessons

▪
▪
▪

Start small and build up 

We are not alone

Stay curious
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Reflections and challenges on power sharing

Lessons – Start small and build up

▪ What we did

● Experimented first with Spark and Solidarity funds to test the waters and gain experience (PGM) 

Experimented first with co-chairs on the SB, and with shared decision making in the MT (Co-ED)●

▪ How it helped

● Piloting, and then intentionally learning and reflecting builds knowledge & confidence to boldly iterate 

further (try, learn, evolve)

Even when everyone is values-aligned in theory, generating some practice helps everyone move past 

the ‘whataboutery’ stage of the conversation – which can stall things, drain energy, and is in a way 

un(re)solveable (because at theory) – into ‘how about’ (propositions about what to try in practice)

●
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Reflections and challenges on power sharing

Lessons – We are not alone

▪ What we did

● Studied the experiences and sought advice from those who have already been doing this 

Participated in learning communities/communities of practice●

▪ How it helped

● Building on good practice reduces the chances of making the same mistakes; more space to make 

new mistakes!

Sharing back with and in community and working collectively enhances everyone’s practice●
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Reflections and challenges on power sharing

Lessons – Stay curious

▪ What we did

●

• Change is risky, outcomes not guaranteed – acknowledged this and tried to be open about the fact that we are

experimenting

• Mistakes will happen – named that we expected to make them, and invited reflection when they did

• Big moves can be disruptive, colleagues may not feel confident and comfortable during the process –

chunked the moves into smaller bites to explore and learn from, had different colleagues lead different 

elements to learn across the org and benefit from multiple leaderships

●

●

▪ How it helped

● Adopting a ‘learning/experimenting and evolving’ posture can help manage the risks, mistakes & 

anxieties

Modelling a curious approach as a leader, that is interested to learn and experiment, expands the space 

for others to do same

●
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mamacash.org

zohra moosa 
Executive Director
z.moosa@mamacash.org

Questions and reactions?

https://www.mamacash.org/
mailto:z.moosa@mamacash.org


Pauze



Birgitta Tazelaar

Nieuwe Beleidsnota BHOS | Presentatie



Rondvraag

Another Side of the
Sustainable Development Goals

https://vimeo.com/657361309
https://vimeo.com/657361309
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